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Reference documents: February T11 plenary draft minutes (T11-2022-00043-v000)

Reply to:  Steven Wilson
TC T11 Chairman
1320 Ridder Park Dr
San Jose, CA, 95131
steve.wilson@broadcom.com

Rachel A. Porter
700 K Street NW Suite 600
Washington DC  20001
T:  202-737-8888
E:  rporter@itic.org
W:  www.incits.org

Dear Rachel,

The T11 community was informed of the 2022 continued stabilization review by INCITS following the December 2021 T11 plenary meeting. The T11 committee made the following recommendations for the continued stabilization of the following standards at the February 2022 T11 plenary meeting.

Motion 1: Steve Wilson (Broadcom) moves and Fred Knight (NetApp) seconds to recommend to INCITS that the following standards continue their stabilized status for another 10-year cycle. The motion passed with 16 favoring, 0 opposing, and 0 abstaining.

INCITS 222-1997[S2012]  Information technology - High-Performance Parallel Interface - Switch Control (HIPPI-SC)


INCITS 356-2002[S2012]  Information technology - Fibre Channel - Audio Video (FC-AV)

INCITS 357-2002[S2012]  Information Technology - Fibre Channel - Virtual Interface Architecture Mapping Protocol (FC-VI)
Best Regards,

Steven Wilson  
INCITS TC T11 Chairman  
Director, Technology and Standards  
Broadcom  
email: steve.wilson@broadcom.com